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MAIN FINDINGS
On Ilkley Moor today...

70% of moor users are opposed to grouse shoong.
Inherent conflicts of interest are present between the
majority of moor users and the grouse shoot.
The grouse shoot has a propensity to breach regulaon,
codes of pracce and contractual obligaons.
Management as a grouse shoong estate is adversely
impacng on wildliimpacng on wildlife.
Management as a grouse shoong estate is negavely
impacng on tourism and the related economy.
Viable opons are available to expand financing
without grouse shoong.
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1. THE HISTORY OF
ILKLEY MOOR...
Ilkley Moor came to be during the ice age, formed as a glacier range as a 
consequence of thaws. Such a geographical history is responsible for creating the 
wonderful hills we see and enjoy today. 

In more recent ancient history, the land was inhabited by neolithic residents. 
Whilst not an awful lot is known about the society of the period, there are many 
clues remaining. e moor is home to an abundance of 'cup and rock' carvings 
whiwhich give an important historical indication to the unique past of the area.

In 1892,  Ilkley Moor was purchased as common land from the Middleton
family by the Ilkley Local Board (which later become Bradford Metropolitan 
District Council). is action was taken – ironically – to protect the rights of 
those wishing to take pleasure from the land from an identied conict with 
grouse shooting interests1. 

Hitherto, the moor has been enjoyed as a leisure ground for the common good 
and awaand awarded Site of Special Scientic Interest (SSSI), Special Protection
Area (SPA) and Special Area of Conservation (SAC) statuses because of its 
recognised biological importance.
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2. THE GROUSE
SHOOTING DEED...
In 2008, the Conservative-led Bradford Metropolitan District Council (“ e Council”) let out the grouse 
shooting rights (“ e Shooting Deed”) for Ilkley Moor to the Bingley Moor Partnership.2 e decision 
attracted much scrutiny and advanced warning of many of the issues raised herein3.

Under the terms of the deed eight grouse shoots are permitted to take place on Ilkley Moor each year4 in 
the uplands. ese take the form of up to twenty beaters cracking ags across the heather line in order to 
scare grouse towards guns. Nine persons with rearms then proceed to shoot the grouse out of the sky as 
““live quarry”. e shoot is further permitted to use transport means to manoeuvre attendees across the 
land5, typically taking the form of up to twenty heavy-duty vehicles.

In the wider scheme, e Shooting Deed grants e Bingley Moor Partnership the right to manage the 
moor as a shooting ground. Such includes an automatic right to access the land6, remove predator species 
by way of gun, trap or bludgeon7, encourage leisure takers to not enter heather areas and undertake any other 
activity they perceive as benecial to their interest8. It must be noted that the responsibility of e Bingley 
Moor Moor Partnership lays solely in these areas and does not enter routine management of Ilkley Moor – the 
repair of gates or the maintenance of footpaths – which lies with the Countryside & Rights of Way 
Service (“CROW”).

On a practical level, e Shooting Deed permits e Bingley Moor Partnership to manage Ilkley Moor 
for the sole interest of being a grouse shooting estate by authority of e Council.

On a praccal level, The Shoong
Deed permits The Bingley Moor
Partnership to manage Ilkley Moor
for the sole interest of being a
grouse shoong estate...

“
”
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3. CONFLICTS 
OF INTEREST...
Since being granted, e Shooting Deed has resulted in 
widespread negative implications for the moor and 
e Council. ese have impacted on interest parties, 

wildlife, tourism and undermined the relationship 
between numerous parties and the local authority. 
Such an outcome clearly exhibits the ongoing conicts 
of inteof interest which are evident between the grouse shoot 
and all other parties who use Ilkley Moor as a pleasure 
ground.

The Shoong Deed has...
impacted on interest pares, 
wildlife, tourism and

undermined the relaonship 
between numerous pares 
and the local authority.”

“

FIGURE 1 -
The Interest Pares which use Ilkley Moor. ‘X’ denotes those adversely impacted by The Shoong Deed.

Ramblers Students Climbers Runners Dog WalkersWildlife Enthusiasts Parents / Carers

X X X X XX
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3.1 INTEREST PARTIES
ere are numerous Interest Parties who use Ilkley Moor for the purposes of taking 

leisure. In order to access the overall feeling of such persons, Ban Bloodsports on 
Ilkley Moor undertook a random survey of 100 moor users on a typical August 
Bank Holiday. e results highlighted the extent of public opposition to grouse 
shooting on the land, with 70% opposed to the practice and only 11% in favour9.

Figure 1 demonstrates the leisurely intentions of the Interest Parties who use Ilkley 
MooMoor. What is evident is that the majority are adversely interfered with by those 
whose interest is represented by e Shooting Deed.

Ramblers use Ilkley Moor in order to take pleasure through walking and enjoying 
the unique landscape. 

As public land all areas of the moor are lawfully accessible to persons in this 
Interest Party, however, as outlined in Figure 2, the grouse drives 
fall within the immediate vicinity – in some cases across – public footpaths. 
During the undertaking of grouse shoots ramblers are requested to temporarily 
halt their halt their activity so as to allow the shoot to continue until the close of each drive. 
Whilst there is no legal obligation for this to occur10 – and is could therefore be 
deemed as consented suspension of leisure rights - there is no denying this 
interference with pleasure places the rights of grouse shooters above those of 
ramblers.

FIGURE 2
The locaons of grouse drives and shoong bus on Ilkley Moor
 (Source: BBIM / Ordnance Survey)
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In addition to the direct interference with the rambles there are also legal implications 
relating to e Public Interest11 of permitting shotguns to be used on common land. 
e Council has taken the formal decision to not publish dates on which grouse shooting 

will occur. Such removes the right of persons to make an informed choice based on their 
interests, including a result in persons undertaking an activity which they would not 
normally do had they been provided with the said information in advance.

SSecondly, there are further indications that the shoots have the potential to cause both 
physical and psychological harm; again a matter of Public Interest. Whilst marshals are 
in place on public footpaths to ensure people are informed they are approaching a 
shoot12, this does not remove the potential for those who do not remain on rights of 
way to come into direct line of shotguns. Such is a realistic prospect, encountered by 
Ban Bloodsports on Ilkley Moor monitors who have documented grouse shooters 
refusing to hold re when non-shoot members are in the immediate vicinity13. Whilst 
the latter tothe latter took place on neighbouring Bingley Moor, the conduct reects the attitudes 
of the Bingley Moor Partnership as a holder of a public contract.

Further, there are additional implications for those with mental health problems or 
who come from a troubled background to be psychological disturbed by the loud bangs 
of gun re. Another consideration is that the sight of dead or injured birds may also 
have a lasting impact.

Students use Ilkley Moor as an educational resource in order to undertake study 
rrelating to biological sciences, history and geography. For all manner of reasons 
relating to this Interest Party there is good reason to stray from public footpaths – 
to examine biological structures, undertake surveys of insects, observe rock formations, 
take notes on historical features. Consequently they will enter into heather.

e interests of those enacting e Shooting Deed goes against the interests of 
students. Gamekeepers wish for heather – which is home to ground-nesting grouse – 
to be undisturbed so as to maintain bird breeding14. Such authority is enacted in e 
SShooting Deed15. As a consequence, students have reported being harassed
and threatened by gamekeepers for undertaking their interest16. In order to address 
this matter, e Council employed Amanda Anderson17 - a non-independent 
public relations associate whose clients consist of the grouse shooting lobby18 - to 
undertake training with gamekeepers on how to handle such circumstances. However, 
since this has been undertaken, the same keepers and those under their hierarchical 
employ have physically assaulted19, verbally abused and used homophobic slurs20 
ttowards monitors of Ban Bloodsports on Ilkley Moor, showing a propensity to behave 
in such a manner. Such behaviour has resulted in ongoing action being taken by 
the police.

[T]he same keepers...
have physically assaulted...
verbally abused...monitors”
“



Rock Climbers are the anomaly in the Interest Parties, simply because their activity is 
largely constricted to the lower areas of the moor such as the Cow & Calf Rocks.

Runners and Orienteers are impacted on in much the same way as ramblers. ey are 
subject to the same conicts of interest.

Dog Walkers are likewise impacted on in much the same way as ramblers and have 
suffered the same conicts of interest21. In addition, they are requested to keep their dogs 
awaway from heathered areas of the moor in order to prevent the disturbance of game birds 
pre-shooting season. Whilst there is obviously some need for the rights of dog walkers to 
be balanced with the conservation interests of the moor, of which breeding birds forms a 
part, the current controls stemming from grouse shooting interests are over-restrictive.

Indeed, there appears to be an inherent opposition to dog walkers by those under the 
employ of e Bingley Moor Partnership. Gamekeepers have been documented making 
distasteful jokes about shooting those who fall within this Interest Group [Figure 3].

FIGURE 3
A screenshot taken of the distasteful jokes about shoong 
dog walkers, taken from the Facebook page of a gamekeeper
employed to service The Shoong Deed on Ilkley Moor.
(Source: BBIM / Facebook)

ILKLEY MOOR BAH SHOOTING 9
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Further, dog walkers have reported being unable to use the moor during shoots. is 
is as a consequence of their companions being scared by the noise of gunre22.

Wildlife Enthusiasts are also impacted in much the same way as ramblers. 
However, there are added implications in witnessing the birds such an Interest Party 
come to observe being shot. Additionally, there are adverse consequences stemming 
from the management of the moor as a shooting estate – such as the decrease in 
biodibiodiversity and trapping – which impact on such persons.

Parents and Carers regularly visit Ilkley Moor in order to use the excellent 
educational resource for their children. is interest group are also impacted in 
much the same way as ramblers, if not more so. 

ere is little doubt that exposure to guns and dead – or in some cases injured – 
grouse will have a psychological impact on young children. Indeed, in the case of those 
in foster care this may be exaggerated due to previous traumatic experiences. 

LLastly, young children have a habit of exploring the outdoors by their adventurous 
nature. Traps – placed in drystone walls and imsy tunnels on the ground – pose a 
serious risk of injury to those curious enough to search in such areas. In addition to 
the direct interference with their rambles there are also legal implications concerning
public interest. 

[D]og walkers have reported
being unable to use the 
moor during shoots...as a 
consequence of their
companions being scared 
by the noise of gunfire.”

“



It has to be acknowledged that there are many serious implications of grouse shooting 
beyond those concerning the ethics of bloodsports. e intensive moorland management 
for this interest has a negative impact on biodiversity and the wider conservation of 
Ilkley Moor.

Predator Control methods used on the moor seriously impact on the natural ow of 
the moor and this section details the trapping and lamping used to remove such 
species [species [Figure 4].

The intensive moorland
management for [grouse
shoong] has a negave
impact on biodiversity and
the wider conservaon of
Ilkley Moor.

“
”

Species
Carrion Crow (Corvus corone)
Magpie (Pica pica)
Stoat (Mustela erminea)
Weasel (Mustela nivalis)
Brown Rat (Raus norvegicus)

Number Killed in Traps
45
20
15
5
10

FIGURE 4
Number of animals killed in traps on Ilkley Moor (2013)
(Source: CROW, Bradford Council)

ILKLEY MOOR BAH SHOOTING 11

3.2 - WILDLIFE 
IMPLICATIONS...
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Fenn Traps [Figure 5] are jaw-like devices used to kill small mammals who 
naturally predate on grouse or grouse eggs:

  Stoats (Mustela erminea) and Weasels (Mustela nivalis) make their nests 
  in the drystone walls on Ilkley Moor. ese species have a carnivorous 
  diet, consuming small mammals – such as mice and rats -, ground nesting 
  birds (in this case grouse) and eggs. e dietary habits of stoats and 
    weasels ensure the populations of small mammals and grouse are 
  maintained at a level which is stable. Similarly, the numbers of these 
  animals are kept in order by higher predators, such as hawks and foxes.

  Small mammals – such as the Wood Mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus), Field 
  Vole (Microtus agrestis), Pygmy Shrew (Sorex minutus), Common 
  Shrew (Sorex araneus) and the Brown Rat (Rattus norvegicus) – make 
  their nests in burrows, woodland and drystone walls on Ilkley Moor. 
    eir diet is omnivorous, consisting of berries, seeds, young birds 
  (in this case grouse) and eggs. What is seriously concerning about the 
  removal of such species through predator control is that they provide a 
  vital food source for hawks. Foxes also predate on these species which 
  further assists in maintaining a sustainable population.

FIGURE 5
A Fenn Trap on neighbouring Hawksworth Moor, also
managed by The Bingley Moor Partnership.
(Source: BBIM, 2014)
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e British Association for Shooting & Conservation (BASC) has issued strict guidelines on the use of Fenn 
Traps on shooting estates23. Whilst it must be pointed out that these do not encompass the biodiversity impacts 
of trapping, they do establish a standard set at ensuring welfare of captured animals. e guidelines specically 
state that Fenn Traps must be checked – at minimum – once every 24 hours inclusive. However, the gamekeepers 
attached to the Bingley Moor Partnership – who manage e Shooting Deed on Ilkley Moor – have publicly 
admitted that traps on the moor are not checked daily24. Such is not only a breach of the official guidelines, but 
alsoalso e Shooting Deed in itself which species all regulations must be met in order for the contract to continue 
lawfully.

Further, to this effect, photographic evidence obtained by BBIM has documented decaying animals left in 
traps on Ilkley Moor [Figure 6].

FIGURE 5
An unidenfied mammal found
ro ng in a Fenn Trap to the East of
Keighley Road, Ilkley Moor. The
level of decay suggests the trap has
not been checked for many days.
(Sou(Source: BBIM, 2014)

There are serious animal welfare concerns arising 
from the use of indiscriminate and inhumane 
trapping methods [on Ilkley Moor] in which animals 
are le to die a lingering death, and clearly 
incompable with the Animal Welfare Act 2006.
  
        - Dr. Andre Menache BSc (Hons) BVSc MRCVS
     Veterinary Consultant

“
”
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Larsen Traps and Ladder Traps [See Figure 7] are cage-like devices, used 
to capture corvids who naturally predate on grouse and grouse eggs. Birds 
are tempted in by rotting carrion or broken eggs deposited by the gamekeeper 
and are unable to y back out. e method approved by Natural England to 
slaughter these species is to catch them in a net and bludgeon them with a 
blunt object over the head25:

    e Carrion Crow (Corvus corone), Magpie (Pica pica) and Common 
  Raven (Corvus corax) (collectively known as corvids) make their nests 
  in the trees on Ilkley Moor. eir diet predominantly consists of carrion, 
  thus they provide an essential service to the moor by consuming fallen 
  animals, however, they also predate on grouse and grouse eggs. e 
  natural predators of these species also include hawks.

Natural England's Live Trapping of Wild Birds Under General License – A 
CCode of Practice sets out a denitive standard for the use of Larsen and 
Ladder Traps. 

e guidelines clearly dene that these traps must not be set “[O]n or near 
public rights of way or areas of public access used by persons exercising 
domestic animals”26. e whole of Ilkley Moor – by its very nature as common 
land – falls into this criteria, yet such trapping has been undertaken and...
  

FIGURE 7
A Ladder Trap on neighbouring Bingley Moor, also managed 
by The Bingley Moor Partnership.
(Source: BBIM, 2014)
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...continues to be permitted under e Shooting Deed. Furthermore, the guidelines stipulate traps must be 
“physically inspected” at least once every day at intervals of no more than 24 hours27 - a requirement not met by 
e Bingley Moor Partnership28.

Furthermore, the guidelines state that birds caught in such traps are afforded protection under the Animal 
Welfare Act 2006, specically food, water, appropriate shelter and a perch. Photographic evidence obtained by 
Ban Bloodsports on Ilkley Moor shows such traps in use by e Bingley Moor Partnership on Bingley Moor fail 
to meet this to meet this requirement, namely an absence of shelter from the elements and a perch [Figure 8]. Whilst this 
specic evidence was not taken on Ilkley Moor, it must be taken into account that the documented practice is 
reective of the standard management of those employed to service e Shooting Deed and a grantee of a 
public contract. Consequently, negative conduct in all areas of the Bingley Moor Partnership's enterprise 
dishonours Bradford Metropolitan District Council's commitment to working with establishments which 
conduct themselves in a good manner. 

FIGURE 8
A Ladder Trap on neighbouring Bingley Moor, also managed by The Bingley Moor 
Partnership. No shelter or perch has been provided, contrary to Natural England’s
guidelines and subsequently the Animal Welfare Act 2006.
(Source: BBIM, 2014)
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Lamping (Also known as 'Night Shooting') is the the second method of predator 
control permitted by authority of e Shooting Deed. is technique is used to kill 
foxes and rabbits [Figure 9], by way of shining a bright light to startle the animals and 
shooting them with a high-powered rie:

  Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes) make their homes in dens on Ilkley Moor and also travel 
  from the surrounding urban areas in order to hunt. eir diet predominantly 
    consists of eating small mammals, however they also consume grouse. Whilst this 
  species has no natural predators, their population sustains itself on the basis of 
  available food sources.

  European Rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) make their homes in warrens on Ilkley 
  Moor. As herbivores, their diet consists of berries and seeds. However, they are 
  wrongly accused of spreading parasites to grouse populations and thus are killed 
  by the shoot. eir natural predators include foxes, hawks, weasels and stoats. 

FIGURE 9
Shot foxes and trapped corvids in a ‘snk pit’ on
neighbouring Bingley Moor, also managed by The
Bingley Moor Partnership. (Source: BBIM, 2014)

”

“



Birds of Prey are heavily impacted by the intensive predator control methods employed 
on Ilkley Moor. e facility provides a suitable nesting and hunting habitat for hawks, 
yet the trapping of their key prey – small mammals and birds – removes the vital food 
source needed to inhibit their breeding. Consequently, sightings of these marvellous 
birds are very rare in the area [Figure 10].

Red Grouse (Lagopus lagopus scotia) are the anomaly in the trend. As the natural 
ppredators of this species are all removed, an articial – and unnatural - boom in the 
population is caused. Subsequently, the birds are higher in density than can be 
sustained, with parasitic infection coming as a consequence. 

In order to attempt to control the spread of infection, medicated grit trays are provided 
by those servicing e Shooting Deed. ere is no data to show whether or not this has 
been successful, but the very fact the grouse on Ilkley Moor have to be dosed with 
medication provides an indication which suggests something is not right. If the removal 
of aof all predator controls was undertaken, it could be expected that the grouse population 
will return to a natural density.

Species
Lile Owl (Athene noctua)

Short-Eared Owl (Asio flammeus)
Marsh Harrier (Circus aerginosus)

Hen Harrier (Circus cyaneu)

Montagu’s Harrier (Circus pygargus)
RRough-Legged Buzzard (Buteo lagopus)

Red Kite (Milvus milvus)
Sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus)
Common Buzzard (Buteo buteo)
Kestrel (Falco nnunculus)
Hobby (Falco subbuteo)

Status
None

Amber
Amber

Red

Amber
NoneNone

Amber
Green
Green
Amber
Green

Sighngs
2008 - Breeding Pair
2009 - Nests Found, No Breeding
2009 x 1
2011 x 1
2012 x 1
2008 x 22008 x 2
2012 x 1
Nil - Last Sighng in 1996
2011 x 1
2012 x 1
Nil - Last Sighng in 2003
Nil - Last Sighng in 2006
NilNil
Nil
2011 x 2

FIGURE 10
Sighngs of birds of prey on Rombalds Moor (Excluding Baildon Moor) (2008 - 2012) 
(Source: Bradford Ornithological Society29, RSPB)

ILKLEY MOOR BAH SHOOTING 17
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roughout the undertaking of e Sporting Rights Deed, there has been many 
evident regulatory and contractual breaches and a lack of adherence to codes of 
practice [Figure 11]. ese show the level of disregard those under the employ of 
e Bingley Moor Partnership hold for guidelines aimed at policing grouse shooting, 

both on Ilkley and the wider Rombalds Moor, and the public contract to which they 
are party. Consequently, such brings Bradford Metropolitan District Council's 
rreputation into disrepute.

Year
2008 hitherto

2008 hithero

Incident
Fenn Traps not checked on
a daily basis; Ilkley Moor

Ladder Traps are not
checked daily, within a 24
hour period; Ilkley Moor

Breach
BASC - A Code of Pracce -
Trapping Pest Animals

Sporng Rights Deed:
Schedule 1 - §3.3
Schedule 2 - §3.2, §13

The Code of Good ShoongThe Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012) - §8 - Predator
& Pest Control

 BASC - A Code of Pracce -
Trapping Pest Animals

Natural England - Live Trapping
of Wild Birds Under General
License - A Code of PLicense - A Code of Pracce
- §3

Sporng Rights Deed:
Schedule 1 - §3.3
Schedule 2 - §3.2, S.13

The Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012) - §8 - Predator
& & Pest Control

3.3 - REGULATORY 
& CONTRACTUAL BREACHES...

[T]here has been many
evident regulatory and
contractual breaches and 
a lack of adherence to
codes of pracce 

FIGURE 11
Breaches of Regulaon, Codes of Pracce and Contractual Obligaons by The
Bingley Moor Partnership (Sources: Bradford MDC, BBIM, West Yorkshire Police)

”
“



FIGURE 11 CONTINUED
Breaches of Regulaon, Codes of Pracce and Contractual Obligaons by The
Bingley Moor Partnership (Sources: Bradford MDC, BBIM, West Yorkshire Police)

Year
2008 hitherto

2008 hitherto

2008 hitherto

2012

2013

20142014

2014

Incident
Ladder Traps placed in public
areas, accesible by people
with domesc animals;
Ilkley Moor.

Failing to undertake
bbracken control, in
accordance with The
Sporng Rights Deed.
Failure to provide Bradford
MDC with an annual return
giving the number of
grouse shot or culled.
VVerbal abuse and inmidaon
of walkers and students;
Ilkley Moor
Failure to provide marshals
to warn walkers approaching
shoots; Ilkley Moor

Ladder traps do not contain
the pthe provision of shelter and
a perch; Bingley Moor

Fledgling red grouse
discovered dead in shoong
bu, where no reasonable
endevour had been made to
prevent danger by covering
said bu; Ilklsaid bu; Ilkley Moor.

Breach
Natural England - Live Trapping
of Wild Birds Under General
License - A Code of Pracce - §3

Sporng Rights Deed:
Schedule 1 - §3.3
Schedule 2 - §3.2, §13Schedule 2 - §3.2, §13

The Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012) - §8 - Predator
& Pest Control
Sporng Rights Deed:
Schedule 2 - §8.2

Sporng Rights Deed:
Schedule 2 - §16Schedule 2 - §16

The Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012) - §3 - 
Consideraon for others
The Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012):
§3 - Consideraon for others
§3 - The public hig§3 - The public highway
Natural England - Live Trapping
of Wild Birds Under General
License - A Code of Pracce - §3

The Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012) - §8 - Predator
& Pest Control
Sporng RigSporng Rights Deed:
Schedule 2 - §3.1

ILKLEY MOOR BAH SHOOTING 19
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Year
2014

2014

2014

2014

2014

20142014

2014

2014

Incident
Failure to clean up shotgun
shells in grouse bus at the
end of shoots; Ilkley Moor.
Tyre damage to the moor
from heavy duty vehicles
accessing gaccessing grouse bus to
the East of Keighley Road;
Ilkley Moor.

Failure to provide Bradford
MDC with proposed dates
for 2014 season by the
designated date of 12 July.
Shoot parcipaShoot parcipant smoking
inside grouse bu, within
immediate distance of live
ammunion; Morton Moor.

Shoot parcipant leaving 
live ammunion out of 
arm's reach; Morton Moor.

Head GameHead Gamekeeper physically 
assaulng campaigner; 
Bingley Moor.

Shoot beaters sending 
threatening and abusive 
messages to campaigners.

Parcipants in shoot failing 
tto break guns and connuing 
to fire with non-parcipants 
in the direct vicinity; 
Burley and Bingley Moors.

Breach
The Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012) - §1 - Shoong
Behaviour.
Sporng Rights Deed:
Schedule 2 - §5

The Code of Good ShoongThe Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012) - §5 - Shoot
Management
Sporng Rights Deed - 
Schedule 2 - §17

The Code of Good Shoong
Pracce (2012): 
§1 - Shoong Beh§1 - Shoong Behaviour
§3 - Consideraon for Others
§9 - Legal Requirements (H&S)
The Code of Good Shoong 
Pracce (2012): 
§1 – Shoong Behaviour.
§3 – Consideraon for Others
§9 – Le§9 – Legal requirements (H&S)
Common Assault

The Code of Good Shoong 
Pracce (2012): 
§1 – Shoong Behaviour.
§3 – Consideraon for Others
The Code of Good Shoong 
PPracce (2012): 
§1 – Shoong Behaviour.
§3 – Consideraon for Others
The Code of Good Shoong 
Pracce (2012): 
§1 – Shoong Behaviour.
§3 – Consideraon for Others

[There is a] level of disregard...
for guidelines aimed 

at policing grouse shoong...
such brings Bradford MDC's 
reputaon into disrepute. 

FIGURE 11 CONTINUED
Breaches of Regulaon, Codes of Pracce and Contractual Obligaons by The
Bingley Moor Partnership (Sources: Bradford MDC, BBIM, West Yorkshire Police)

”
“



3.4 TOURISM &
REGIONAL ECONOMY...

FIGURE 12
Income generated by The Shoong Deed 
(Source: Bradford MDC)

Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
20132013
2014

Income
£5,000 (No Shoong)
£7,500 (Limited Shoong)
£10,000 
£5,000 (No Shoong)
£10,000
£10,000£10,000
£5,000 (To Date)

Ilkley Moor forms a crucial part of the regional economy, through its global reputation as a 
beauty spot and the subsequent millions of pounds in tourist-related income this generates. 
Consequently, many businesses – which form an industry in their own right – are directly 
reliant on a positive image of the moor being sustained. Currently, for the reasons cited 
herein, such is being tarnished and the area being viewed as unwelcoming, something which 
can attributed solely to Ilkley being maintained as a grouse shooting estate. If such a 
poportrayal is continued there is no doubt there will be a negative impact on tourism in the 
area.

An examination of the impact of the Foot & Mouth Crisis – during which Ilkley Moor 
was closed due to bio-security measures – provides surety to the pivotal role the moor plays 
in the local economy30. During this unfortunate time, local businesses who are directly 
reliant on tourism-generated income suffered huge economic loss, some of which is only 
just being reverted31.

AAdditionally, there is scientic evidence to suggest the digging of drainage ditches – a 
routine part of grouse moor management – on Ilkley Moor contribute to localised ooding 
in Wharfedale. During a recent Planning Appeal concerning the construction of new 
housing, Professor David Rhodes CBE FREng attributed ooding in the area to, “ e water 
[coming] from Ilkley Moor”32. Such can easily be prevented by permitting the growth of 
Spagnhum Moss which both absorbs vast amounts and plays an key role in carbon capture.

On the contrary, e Shooting Deed brings in a mere average of £7,500 for Bradford 
MetMetropolitan District Council [Figure 12]. is is outweighed by the damage caused to 
the regional economy and the local authority's reputation by grouse shooting. By e 
Council's own admission, existing resources are sufficient to undertake the essential parts 
of managing Ilkley Moor without this contribution33. As outlined in Section 6 of this report,
there are also many other realistic means of bringing investment to Ilkley Moor which
replace - and exceed - the low amount generated by grouse shooting. 
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4. NON-SHOOTING MOORS

CASE STUDY -
Fylingdales Moor
Fylingdales Moor in North Yorkshire is a private moor which spans some 
6,800 acres across the coastal region of the county. It forms  part of the North 
York Moors Naonal Park and is managed by the Hawk & Owl Trust, on behalf 
of the Strickland-Constable Estate.

The moor was formerly managed solely for the purpose of grouse shoong, 
however that has now changed. Instead the area is upheld in the interest of 
wildliwildlife – including some protected species of birds – and is accessible to 
walkers, who enjoy miles of walks through the 
picturesque scenery.

As a private moor, the land is financed by the owners. However, donaons 
from individuals, benefactors and grants also provide income for upkeep. 
In addion, many volunteers and several park rangers help maintain the 
space for conservaon. 

FFylingdales is a good comparison to Ilkley in that many voluntary and grant 
opportunies are present. Further, both moors suffered great damage during 
summer fires and the former has largely recovered.



CASE STUDY -
Sheffield Moors Partnership
The Sheffield Moors Partnership is a collecon of moors across South Yorkshire 
and the Peak District. This case study is focused on those under public ownership 
of Sheffield City Council - Burbage, Houndkirk, Hathersage and Blacka Moors -, 
with one being managed by the Sheffield Wildlife Trust.

The moors were formerly managed solely in the interests of grouse shoong, 
however this was changed when they came into ownership by the local authority. 
InInstead now, the areas are upheld in the interest of wildlife conservaon, 
educaon and for walkers to enjoy the wonderful landscape.

As public moors, much of the financing comes from Sheffield City Council. 
However, donaons from individuals, benefactors to wildlife organisaons and 
grants provide addional income. Further, many volunteers, wildlife trust and 
council staff help maintain the area.

These moors within The Sheffield Moors Partnership are good comparisons to 
IlklIlkley in that they are owned by the public and managed by the local authority. 
Consequently, much insight can be gained into the unique   challenges faced and 
means through which they have been overcome.
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CASE STUDY -
Geltsdale Reserve
The Geltsdale Reserve in Cumbria is a private moor recently purchased by the 
Royal Society for the Protecon of Birds (RSPB). 

The moor was formerly managed in the interest of grouse shoong, however 
upon purchase by the RSPB the act was prohibited. Instead, the area is upheld 
for the purposes of conservaon – playing host to many protected species of 
birds –, educaon about the importance of wildlife and for walkers to enjoy the 
beauful surbeauful surroundings.

As a private moor under ownership of a charitable organisaon, most of the 
funding comes from the RSPB's naonally allocated finances. However, this is 
inclusive of donaons from individuals, benefactors and grants. Further, 
volunteers and employed staff help manage the area.

Geltsdale is a good comparison for Ilkley in that it was, unl very recently, 
managed for shoong and, whilst slow, the beneficial changes in the way the 
land is mailand is maintained are becoming more apparent. Consequently, many ideas can 
be gained which will help create a long-term plan for Ilkley Moor once grouse 
shoong has been halted.



5. OUR VISION
FOR ILKLEY MOOR...
Ban Bloodsports on Ilkley Moor presents a realistic vision for Ilkley Moor, whereby the area 
is upheld to its full potential. We wish to see the moor taken out of the hands of the 
shooting lobby and believe only this action will result in the permanent cessation of damage 
to this precious area. Consequently, it is paramount to our view that Ilkley Moor must be 
returned to being an area upheld in the interest of its users, wildlife, education and the 
related regional economies:

In the InteIn the Interest of e Public...

Ilkley Moor must be a place accessible to all without the fear and negative impacts created by 
grouse shooting. e moor must be a place for everybody to take leisure and enjoy.

Subsequently, such a purpose will boost the reputation of the region and secure economic 
benets. erefore, the moor must be a place at the heart of local business.

In e Interest of Wildlife...

Ilkley Moor must be a place where wildlife can ourish without harm from traps and guns. 
e moor e moor must become a reserve with biodiversity placed at its core.

In e Interest of Education...

Ilkley Moor must be a place where people of all ages can come to learn about the natural 
habitat, history of the region and the important work of those who keep it this way. e 
moor must become a beacon of education.

An Ilkley Moor upheld
for the common good.“ ”
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6. INVESTMENT 
FOR THE FUTURE...
Ban Bloodsports on Ilkley Moor rmly holds that there are many realistic 
opportunities which will help repair the damage caused to the area's 
reputation by grouse shooting and invest in the long-term recognition of 
the moor. ese will provide as means to gain further recognition of the 
vital conservation work undertaken by Bradford Council's CROW and 
Tourism teams and their partnering organisations. Further, such will present 
the oppothe opportunity to not only continue, but expand conservation efforts on the 
moor. 

Engaging With e Public:

 e formation of an ‘Ilkley Moor partnership’ – consisting of the local 
 authority, conservationist organisations, Ilkley Moor user groups and local 
 businesses – will provide a strong base on which to grow the reputation of 
 the moor.  

  A contemporary outreach approach – incorporating a central website and 
 social media - will help keep current users engaged in the work undertaken 
 on Ilkley Moor. Further, this will assist in reaching new people and create a 
 key educational resource.

 Voluntary opportunities will help give people the chance to actively learn 
 about the moor, whilst engaging in conservation work. In addition, this may 
 present new skills to younger generations and help attract recognition. 
  
 Advertising opportunities required for new projects – for example the 
 management roles which may require select skills – will help build strong 
 relationships with local businesses and wider government organisations.

Creating New Financing:

 e securing of benefactors, new grants and the creation of a fundraising 
 strategy will help secure long-term investment to increase conservation 
  work on Ilkley Moor.
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Gaining Further Recognition:

 Supporting current regional bids – such as the proposition to form a South Pennines National Park – will help 
 increase the wider recognition of Ilkley Moor.

 Applying for further hallmarks – such as National Nature Reserve (NNR) status and engaging in the Green 
 Tourism Business Scheme (GBTS) as two examples – will foster recognition of Ilkley Moor. Additionally, 
 such will also assist in wider promotion.

  Marketing the work undertaken in an easily accessible form – such as through social media – will help gain 
 positive recognition from the general public.
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